In this study, by establishing a third-country trade model of an international duopoly where two state firms from different post-communist countries compete against each other, we analyze the effects of a change in the degree of privatization on firms' labor inputs and on the optimal privatization policy in post-communist countries. We show that a rise in the degree of privatization in a country raises labor input, output and exports of that country's firm, while reducing those of the rival firm. Furthermore, we find that either full or partial privatization of state firms could be optimal in post-communist countries.
Introduction
There have been many studies on the privatization of public firms in capitalist countries. Several pioneering works (De Fraja and Delbono [1] , Fjell and Pal [2] , and Matsumura [3] ) found that the privatization of public firms improves social welfare, and that it is optimal to partially privatize public firms. Furthermore, later studies extended these models in many directions and found several interesting results (see White [4] , Payago-Theotoky [5] , Kato and Tomaru [6] , Matsumura and Tomaru [7] , for example).
The above studies, in spite of their remarkable findings, all discussed public firms' privatization in capitalist countries and hypothesized that partially privatized public firms maximize the weighted average of social welfare and profit. However, such a hypothesis seems to be improper when analyzing privatization in post-communist countries. Because countries in the former Communist bloc were administered for workers, it is more reasonable to suppose that state firms in those countries acted as labor-managed firms maximizing income per labor. Indeed, Milanovic [8] , Pejovich [9] and Lambertini and Rossini [10] found that there were labor-managed firms in Eastern Europe and in the Far Eastern countries. Therefore, in this study, we adopt the hypothesis that partially privatized state firms in post-communist countries maximize the weighted average of profit and income per labor (henceforth, per capita earnings).
Furthermore, in the interests of realism, we emphasize the following two aspects: first, the time lag in state firms' privatization in different countries and second, the rivalry among privatized state firms in international markets. As an example of the first aspect, it considers the time lags between Russia and China in commencing such privatization. The second aspect highlights that many privatized state firms in post-communist countries expanded into international markets. Thus, we consider that the post-communist countries privatized their state firms in an atmosphere of globalization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we set up a model. In Section 3, we investigate how the privatization policies of post-communist countries affect their state firms' labor inputs, as well as these firms' outputs and exports. In Section 4, we analyze the optimal privatization policy of a post-communist country. Section 5 concludes.
The Model and Assumptions
We consider an international duopoly composed of two state firms from different post-communist countries. One of these countries (henceforth, domestic country) is to implement a privatization policy, and the other (henceforth, foreign country) has already implemented such a policy. Under these privatization policies, these two firms produce homogeneous goods in their countries and export all of them to a third country. Thus, our model is a version of the third-country trade model explored by Brander and Spencer [11] .
We assume that labor is the only input in the production process and that both firms' production functions, However, when the state firms are privatized, their objectives become different from those of their governments. Privatized firms' objective is to maximize per capita earnings. The per capita earnings, V and V * , of the privatized domestic and foreign state firms are respectively given by represents the degree of privatization of the state firms in the domestic (foreign) country (As regards the definition of the degree of privatization, see Matsumura [3] ). Note here that the two models (2) and (3) are not independent because the domestic and foreign firms share the same inverse demand function when defining their per capita earnings. In (2) and (3), while the foreign privatization degree and wage rates are parameters, the domestic privatization degree and two firms' labor inputs are control variables. Thus, the domestic government implements a privatization policy to maximize income per labor in the domestic country, and the two countries' firms choose labor inputs (outputs and exports) to maximize their per capita earnings, respectively.
We assume that the governments and firms play a two-stage Nash game. In the first stage, only the domestic government chooses its optimal privatization policy because the foreign government's optimal policy is predetermined. In the second stage, the domestic and foreign firms choose their labor inputs (outputs and exports). We use a backward induction method to solve the above problem.
Optimal Labor Input Decisions in the Second Stage
In the second stage, since the domestic and foreign state firms choose non-cooperatively their labor inputs to maximize per capita earnings, industry equilibrium conditions are given by
where (4) and (5) = ∂ ∂ , and so on). We assume that the firms' second-order conditions for maximization and the industry's stability conditions are satisfied:
where (4) and (5) simultaneously because these equations are not independent, we obtain firms' optimal labor inputs at industry equilibrium in the second stage:
Now, totally differentiating the industry equilibrium conditions, (4) and (5), with respect to l , l * , λ , and λ * , we get Proposition 1 is similar to a finding of Matsumura [3] that output of a public firm in a capitalist country increases with its degree of privatization. Furthermore, this proposition implies that the state firm maximizes its labor input (output and exports) when it is completely privatized. It also indicates that while a rise in the degree of privatization in a post-communist country promotes its globalization, it hurts the globalization of its rivals. Therefore, privatization policy in each country offsets different countries' globalization in the international market.
Optimal Privatization Policies in the First Stage
In the first stage, the domestic government chooses the optimal degree of privatization of its state firm to max-imize per capita income, Y ; the foreign country's privatization policy is predetermined. We assume that Y is strictly concave in λ : 0 Y λλ < . Then, if λ is unbounded, the optimal privatization degree of the domestic government is given by λ that satisfies
However, since λ is bounded in the interval
, the value of λ derived from (10) is not always the optimal degree of privatization. Hence, let us examine this problem in detail (note that the following arguments are made at equilibrium).
When This proposition says that the post-communist government completely privatizes its state firm when its optimal profit is not large enough at 1 λ = , and partially privatizes otherwise. In post-communist countries, any state firm whose maximum profit at 1 λ = falls below a certain critical level can no longer ensure per capita incomes larger than those achievable by a private firm. Therefore, in such circumstances, governments have an incentive to fully privatize their state firms.
Conclusions
In this study, we analyzed optimal privatization policies and their effects on labor inputs in post-communist countries, assuming that privatized state firms maximize per capita earnings, while their governments maximize per capita income.
We found that full (partial) privatization serves as the optimal privatization policy of the post-communist country when the equilibrium profit of its state firm under perfect privatization is not large (large) enough. Clearly, our finding is contrary to that of Matsumura [3] , who found that only partial privatization is optimal for a public firm. However, note that Matsumura derived his result for capitalist countries, while our result holds for post-communist countries.
Moreover, we demonstrated that a rise in the degree of privatization of state firms in post-communist countries raises domestic labor input, output and exports, while reducing those of the rival country. Therefore, in an increasingly globalizing world, governments would do well to set privatization policies after giving due consideration to their international dependencies.
